
Automation
Automated welding solutions

The best solutions you can get.
Ensure quality and precision. 
Explore the potential.



Because it makes sense

Automated welding solutions make it possible for ambitious 
manufacturing companies to differentiate themselves and gain 
competitive advantages in their market.

Through innovation, we push the limits of technology so you can 
improve your production and grow your business. We believe 
that it is possible to automate almost any welding- and handling 
process independent of its complexity. 

Be able to keep up with demands
With automated processes, you can produce faster, smarter and 
around the clock. You optimise processes to avoid unnecessary 
handling and treatment. You can manage production ramp-up 
and ramp-down without changing your staff. You can rationalise 
the production and increase capacity so you can accept more 
or larger orders - and keep up with demands.

Make better welds and improve your product
With automated processes, all components will be handled and 
welded in the same way every time. You will have a high level of 
repetitive accuracy that manual processes cannot imitate. You will 
always be able to deliver products in a high welding quality. You 
increase your reliability and become a more attractive supplier.

Your investment will pay for itself
You are not required to have any experience with automation 
to succeed. We consider your needs thoroughly and you are 
included in the development process. Automation will always 
be a win for you in the long run. We help you get an overview 
of the finances and estimate how your investment will provide 
the best possible return on investment.



You get access to welding specialists
Welding is a complicated production process to 
automate. You need to consider plate thickness, 
throat thickness, gas protection and how heating 
will impact the steel. 

Cooperating with us, you get access to more than 
35 years of experience with welding automation 
including MIG-, TIG-, plasma-, resistance- and 
laser welding. Experienced and dedicated weld-
ing specialists will play an important role in the 
development of your solution. 

Extraordinary 
advice will 
make you 
succeed
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We give you thorough and professional advice. You can be sure 
that your investment in automated welding will be a success and 
a competitive advantage for your business.

Your needs in focus
We consider everything with the slightest rel-
evance to your upcoming investment carefully 
before we start developing your solution. Your 
needs are in focus right from the beginning of 
the project.

We evaluate all your requirements. We investigate 
elements like weld quality, workpiece quantity and 
error rate. We look into your resources in terms 
of time, workforce, room in the production and 
of course the finances.

You get access to robot specialists
Your needs and requirements are always in focus. 
We select any robot that will carry out your weld-
ing- and handling processes in the best way.

We work closely with leading robot developers. 
It includes precision robots, robots specially  
designed for welding, pick-and-place, positioners, 
peripheral equipment and software.

Our engineers are experts in robot integration 
and programming. Owing to them, you get access 
to the latest research in robot technology.

You are involved
We want to establish a close partnership with 
you. Our process ensures that all resources are 
spent on realistic projects. It includes exploring 
your requirements, calculating your ROI and 
approving weld samples and time schedules. 
You also get a change to observe the design 
and visualisation of your solution.

After implementing your solution, we can contin-
uously assess whether it is relevant to optimise 
it, e.g. with new technological innovations.



“We had heard of other suppliers of robots, but not all of them were experienced in 
designing customised welding solutions. Right from the start, we relied on Migatronic 
Automation’s expertise and ability to advise on customised welding solutions for the 
metal industry. Before we started up our cooperation, we felt insecure about our ability 
to operate state-of-the-art welding robots. It turned out to be quite easy though.”

Roy Mæland, Aarsland Stål & Lakk, Norway

What our customers  
are saying...

..about consultancy
“The communication and the whole setup of Migatronic Automation just ran smoothly 
and professionally – from consulting us early on in the process with a view to further 
clarifying our needs and requirements to developing the advanced automated welding 
systems, and finally implementing and fine-tuning them in our existing production 
facilities. Last but not least, you don’t have to babysit the representatives of Migatronic 
Automation, which we consider to be a very important quality.” 

Autoliv, Sweden

..about rationalisation
“We knew that some form of automated solution was needed in order to keep up with 
demand and stay competitive […] Not only have we rationalised our manufacturing  
process through automation, and increased our productivity in a way that we did not think 
possible. But we have also learned a lot about welding by engaging in a collaboration 
with Migatronic Automation. Needless to say, we are very pleased with our partnership 
and the automated solution that they have provided us with.” 

Oglaend System, Norway

..about collaboration
“We were in the market for a new automated welding system that could meet our 
demands in terms of cutting-edge technology, efficiency and welding quality – and 
Migatronic Automation ended up providing us with a tailored solution that exceeded our 
initial expectations […] The specialist knowhow and expertise of Migatronic Automation 
quickly became an important asset in the development process. They assessed our 
needs thoroughly and provided us with great consultancy throughout the process.”

Logitrans A/S, Denmark

..about production capacity
“Migatronic Automation has helped us to rationalise our welding production. The twin 
cell is dedicated to our biggest batch productions and welds high-quality products 
at a rapid rate. This has significantly improved our annual production capacity for 
tension rods from 80,000 to just over 100,000. On the other hand, the single cell 
is equipped with five different fixtures, providing flexible handling of small batch 
production of special components.”

Ole Almeborg A/S, Denmark



You are probably not that unique
When you have decided to invest in automation, 
there are many ways to go. We dare to say that your 
welding production is probably not that unique. We 
also dare to say that we have seen it all, and that we 
can solve most challenges when it comes to auto-
mating welding production processes. It all depends 
on your requirements, level of ambition and finances.

Choose custom-designed or not
Any automation solution consists of various parts 
and sub-units such as welding equipment, industrial 
robots, positioners, track systems, safety fencing 
and many more. We can custom-design your solution 
or we can compile a solution of well-known and thor-
oughly tested sub-units. We promise you that both 
solutions will improve your production remarkably.

Offline programming
Offline programming allows you to make new programs 
while you keep the production running - 24 hours a day 
if you need to. You are free to make programs for new 
workpieces or adjust existing ones without having to 
pause your production. With virtual programming in the 
design department, the robot can be ready instantly 
and you save time and money. You will be able to keep 
production capacity high.

IOT - Internet of Things
Welcome to a smart production. Welcome to Internet 
of Things. Continuous surveillance of your automation 
solution is an efficient form of preventive maintenance. 
Monitoring every move will reduce the risk of downtime 
and ensure the maximum uptime. You can furthermore 
extract statistics of all operational time and use it for 
optimising purposes. You can do that yourself or we 
can assist you.

Intelligent fixture technology
With simple or advanced fixtures, your workpieces are 
placed in the same spot for every weld. It ensures 
efficiency, uniform welds, high repeatability and less 
mistakes. Intelligent fixtures can be handled manually 
or automatically. They can include root protection gas 
and cooling, and they can be flexible, adjustable and 
with built-in sensors. They can handle various different 
workpieces if necessary. With replaceable wear parts, 
they will have a long service life. When it comes to intel-
ligent fixtures, we can fulfil your highest expectations.

Creating a safe work environment
The well-being of your staff is important to improve or 
keep job satisfaction high. We will fascilitate ergonomic 
working postures and flexible work stations. We study 
all standards and requirements for your industry and 
we care to construct the best possible safety fencing 
solutions. In that way, we make sure that your solution 
will comply with shielding and safety directives. A more 
eco-friendly solution for your welding production is also 
a top priority. It could be a built-in gas saving function 
in the welding power source and to be prepared for 
efficient weld smoke extraction. 

Custom-designed or not. 

It all depends    
on you.



“

“There is no alternative to an automated 
solution for a manufacturing company of 

our size and with our level of ambition. 
Automation ensures uniformity and 

precision in the manufacturing process, and 
perhaps more importantly; it does so in a 

highly efficient and cost-effective manner.” 

Oddvar Tjåland, Production Manager

“Migatronic Automation was 
one of the companies capable 
of providing a compelling and 
fully automated welding solution 
tailored for our specific needs 
in terms of state-of-the-art 
technology and production 
efficiency.” 

Oddvar Tjåland,  
Production Manager

CASE

Complex products demand 
advanced solutions
With a view to optimising the manufacturing process of a new product, 
Kverneland Group, the international market leader in agricultural 
machinery and services, purchased a fully automated welding system.

New product required new manufacturing facilities
Kverneland Group is a venerable company that develops, manufactures and distributes agricul-
tural machinery and services of the highest quality. The company developed a new ploughing 
product that required a more advanced automated welding solution. 

- Our new product greatly challenged our existing manufacturing facilities, simply due to its shape 
and size and the complexity of its welding procedure. We were therefore in the market for a new 
automated system that could meet our demands of an automated solution capable of effectively 
handling the components, says Oddvar Tjåland, Project Manager at Kverneland.

Welding robot and handling robot in one system
The solution is a complete turnkey system consisting of a welding robot and a handling robot, 
which manipulates the workpieces in complete synchronisation with the welding robot. The 
system allows the handling robot to pick components directly from a monorail conveyor system, 
reducing internal handling and leading to optimal rationalisation of the production. The integrated 
power source is a high-tech Migatronic Sigma welding machine. In this way, the welding expertise 
is combined with the highly advanced automated welding system.

Kverneland Group’s automated welding solution managed to exceed their expectations: 

- Our essential requirement was a system that could handle all aspects of the welding process, 
particularly in relation to the difficulties involved with the correct positioning and fixture of the 
components. So we were very pleased with the complete automated solution that Migatronic 
Automation developed for our expanding production line, Oddvar Tjåland says.

From the outset, we experienced a 
strong partnership that reflected great 

professionalism and expertise. 
Oddvar Tjåland,  

Production Manager



Automation

Migatronic Automation A/S
Knøsgaardvej  112
9440 Aabybro
Denmark

Tel.: (+45) 96 962 700
Fax: (+45) 96 962 701
info@migatronic-automation.dk

Explore more on migatronic-automation.com
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